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e see so many products
today that use the word
"organic" but unless
they have the certifications to back
up the word they might not be as
organic as you are led to believe.
Sleep Experience now carries a
beautiful, comfortable and healthy
line of certified organic mattresses
made by Organic Mattress Inc.
(OMI). Every OMI
OrganicPedic® mattress is
manufactured from natural
materials which are grown and
processed without the use of toxic
chemicals. Through the use of
their Eco-Wool™, certified
organic cotton, and 100%-natural
rubber latex each mattress is
manufactured using renewable
and/or biodegradable resources
and these natural materials are
grown, processed, and
manufactured without toxic
chemicals.

Sleep Healthy with an Organic Mattress

Every
OrganicPedic®
mattress made in
their facility, which is
the first and only
large-scale EcoFactory ™ in North
America, is made by
hand by expert
artisans, using the
purest raw materials
available.
OrganicPedic®
mattresses are
available in every
size from crib to
California king, and custom sizes
can be ordered.
How to ensure your mattress
choice is really organic:
Natural rubber latex should
come from the sap of sustainably
harvested rubber trees, not from
petroleum industry by-products.
Organic cotton used in the
mattress as batting and coverings
should also be certified.
Manufacturers like OMI that make
the OrganicPedic® mattresses use
the best premium virgin cotton
available and have developed a

sanitizing system that uses a nonchemical process.
Look for wool used in the
construction which is untreated
and, as in the case of
OrganicPedic®, is harvested from
organically raised sheep that have
been humanely treated.
OrganicPedic® mattresses
provide excellent back support
because the mattress will contour
to the natural shape of your spine.
For those suffering from arthritis
and diabetes, OrganicPedic®
mattresses offer superior pressurepoint relief. The Eco-Wool™ fill

of the mattresses
also helps to
regulate your body
temperature.
Another reason to
choose an organic
mattress is that they
are naturally
mould, mildew and
dust-mite resistant
and since there are
no chemicals used
in the
manufacturing
process, people,
especially those
with allergies will not be exposed
to harmful toxins found in many
other types of traditional style
mattresses.
One of the big bonuses of an
organic mattress is that because all
natural materials are used they last

years longer than their
synthetically made counterparts.
OrganicPedic® mattresses are
available at Sleep Experience in a
variety of styles which include
exclusive cushion quiltings,
removable pillow tops and even
mattresses with personalized sleep
zones which means you decide
how soft or firm you want your
mattress to be.
Just because there’s a picture of
a planet an organic sticker on a
mattress doesn’t mean it really is
organic. Drop in to Sleep
Experience and we’ll show you
that our OrganicPedic® mattresses
meet and exceed numerous and
stringent organic certification
standards. Don’t forget to relax
and test one out while you visit.
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